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Basic Candle Working 
 
Offertory and figural candles are dressed by rubbing them (for instance, upward to 
"draw" and downward to repel) with appropriate anointing oils, such as Fast Luck, 
Compelling, or John the Conqueror. You can then sprinkle them with sachet powders or 
roll them in finely cut magic herbs selected for their specific spiritual powers.  
 
The time of day is important, too: To draw influences, the candle should be lit when both 
clock hands are rising, in the second half of the hours between six and twelve; to repel or 
cast off influences, they believe that the candle should be lit when both hands on the 
clock are falling, in the first half of the hours from twelve to six. Others prefer to light 
candles at midnight, the traditional "witching hour."  
 
Candles are usually marked in some way to indicate on whose behalf they are being 
burned. In its simplest form, this consists of writing a petition and/or a name on paper 
(often multiple times) and placing the paper beneath the candle, sometimes under an 
overturned saucer. In addition, words or sigils may be inscribed or carved into the candle 
wax with a needle, pin, rusty nail, or knife, depending on the intention behind the spell.  
 
When a paper is placed under the candle, this is called "burning a candle on him or her ."[ ]  
Many people also burn a candle on someone's picture, that is, place a drawing or photo 
under the saucer. It is customary to write the name on the back of the picture when 
doing this. Burning a candle on someone's name or picture can be done for love, revenge, 
harm, or any desired result, depending on the candle color and the dressing oil used.  
 
Free-standing candles are typically burned in candle holders or candle stands. These may 
be elaborate or plain. 
 
In some recipes, the candle is burned a half-inch at a time for several days. In others, it 
is burned in intervals at specified times of the day, or marked into sections with pins or 
needles and burned a section at a time "until the pin drops." In addition to burning the 
candle while it stands on a piece of paper, some recipes specify that the candles should be 
moved toward or away from each other over the course of the working, or that the candle 
flame be used to ignite the name- or petition-paper, the ashes of which are then used in 
the work. During the course of certain conjurations, altar candles may be butted 
and burned upside down or even burned sideways at both ends, as with double action 
candles. They may also be ceremonially extinguished in water or turned upside down into 
a saucer of graveyard dirt to put them out.  
 
Any kind of matches can be used to light candles, of course, but some people enjoy having 
specialty matches available, both for aesthetic and for practical reasons.  When it comes 
to glass encased candles, most people burn those straight through, but if you chose to 



burn them for short periods, put them out, and then relight them, you will probably need 
to use extra-long fireplace matches to get them going again.  
 
When a candle is burned in sections, either measured by time or by pins, it is invariably 
pinched or snuffed out, not blown out at the end of each session, to signify that the 
working is not yet complete. 
 
If pins or needles are used for measuring sections on a candle, they usually will not be 
discarded after they drop, but will be saved for further use. Depending on the type of job 
being done, they may be utilized for making crosses and double crosses in the paper on 
which the names or desires have been written.

Experienced workers often accompany the setting of lights with the burning of an 
appropriate incense. Some prefer to light the incense first to set the mood as they mark, 
inscribe, dress and light their candles. Others believe that the lighting of the candles 
must come first, with the incense following.  
 

Definition of Terms  
 
Here is a list of commonly used, specific, and traditional terms applied to the work of 
setting lights and burning candles:  
 
Dressing, Loading, Butting, Sealing, Knocking, Etc. 

Dressing or fixing candles covers preparations like carving names or words in the wax; 
anointing with oils; dusting with herbs or powders; sealing or knocking, and praying 
over them. 

To load a candle, dig a hole in the wax of a jumbo or vigil light and insert herbs and 
petition papers. Jumbos are loaded from below, vigil lights from above. To butt 
a light, cut off the tip, carve a new tip on the bottom end and burn the candle upside 
down.  
 
Sealing or knocking a Candle. To seal a candle after it has been prayed over, close your 
eyes and place your hands over the candle and think about your desire as hard as you can. 
Or you can knock on them gently three times or even gently tap them on the table three 
times. 
 
A Steady Burn If a client's situation will take some time to resolve a court case, for 
instance, or a health matter he worker may light one candle from another for a steady 
burn Likewise, if a kerosene lamp is the light, the worker adds new oil several times 
without putting out the flame by keeping the wick in the lamp while refilling the 
reservoir, thus ensuring a steady burn.  



 
Burning In Sections Any kind of deliberately interrupted burning, such as a working 
during which one may burn a candle a portion at a time over the course of several days is 
not called setting lights burning a candle in sections.
 
Moving Candle Spells 

Any work where candles are manipulated or moved about the altar while alight or 
extinguished before burning out naturally is not called setting lights. There is no time-
honored name for such rites, but some call them moving candle spells.
 

Tips and Tricks for Fixing Candles 
 
Here are some pointers on how to dress and fix candles for clients and how to prepare 
special candles for sale.  
 
 When dressing a free-standing candle to draw or attract influences on behalf of a client, 
you may either follow the method Henri Gamache outlines (rub the oil up one side and 
down the other from the center-point) or the simpler and more intuitive method of 
stroking the oil toward you.  
 
 When dressing a candle with oil to repel, you may use Henri Gamache's popular method, 
or simply stroke the oil away from you, to drive unwanted influences away.  
 
 If you are burning a large candle, figural, jumbo, knobbed, or pillar that forms a well in 
the center as it burns, drip extra oil into the well to keep it strong as it burns.  
 
 To dress a genital member candle (penis or vulva) flow dressing oil onto it and handle it 
like you would the living part it represents, rubbing the oil on it you-know-how. 
 
 To fix a double-action candle, butt the light by cutting the colored (white, green, or red) 
tip off, turning the candle upside down, and carving a new tip on the black portion. 
Inscribe the client's name on the colored portion, from the center outward, and the 
enemy's name or the condition you  want removed backwards, in mirror-writing, on the 
black portion, also from the center outward. Burn the candle on a mirror. If you have 
powdered crab or crayfish shells, draw a circle with that around the candle base, on the 
mirror. Everything in the spell is upside down and backwards, which turns the trick back 
on the enemy.  
 
 Fix a reversing candle the same way cut off the original tip, butt the light, and carve 
the enemy's name in mirror-writing. If you are returning evil to someone and you know 
where he lives, turn and point the candle in his direction and dress the oil right back to 
him. Burn the candle upside down on a 



mirror.  
 
 Keep a few colored offertory candles around to melt down. Make reversing candles by 
dipping red candles in black wax or dribbling black wax over them while they stand on a 
piece of aluminum foil. Make powerful astral candles by using a jumbo candle the color of 
the client's sun sign, and drizzling over it the colors of his moon sign and rising sign, 
then dressing the candle with Zodiac oils for those signs.  
 
 Fix kerosene lamps as money lights and love lights by filling the reservoirs with items 
for those conditions. For money lights, use a lodestone, magnetic sand, pyrite, coins, and 
green lamp oil. For love lights, use a pair of lodestones, magnetic sand, John the Conquer 
and Queen Elizabeth root, red metallic heart-shaped confetti, and red lamp oil.  
 
 Buy kerosene lamps or candle holders with hollow bases. Brass candle holders with green 
felt bases are nice, because you can pry a corner of the felt loose. Put the name papers of 
clients in the hollow. Then, if your altar is seen by visitors or other clients, they won't 
know who you are working for.  
 
 To prepare candles with herbs, melt a little beeswax on a cookie sheet in the oven or on a 
hot plate, sprinkle the herbs on, remove from the heat, then roll a jumbo candle in the mix 
until it picks up the herbs. Beeswax is stickier than paraffin wax and works better for 
this than melted candles.  
 
 A quick way to dress free-standing candles that is mostly preferred by women is to oil 
them first, then sprinkle them with an appropriate sachet powder, according to the 
condition being worked for.  
 
 If leaving flames unattended bothers you, either use glass-encased candles or set your 
lights early in the day.  
 
 Since the sides of a glass-encased candle cannot be rubbed, it is now customary to poke 
holes into the top of the candle with a nail (preferably a coffin nail) and then dripping the 
oil into these holes, sometimes finishing off the top with symbolically colored glitter. 
 

 Reversing With Mirrors And Candles 
 
Reversing tricks range from those that are only slightly more active than protection 
workings, like Feng Shui style mirror workings  
 
Elements found in most reversing workings may include: 
 

• Candles with the original tips cut off and new tips cut at what was the bottom, 
burned upside down (reversed) 



• Enemy names written backwards on candles or paper 

• Name-papers placed upside down under candles 

• Dressing oils with names like Reversing or Reversible 

• Red pepper, sulfur, and other hot, sharp, or spiky herbs 

• Crab shells or crayfish shells (because these animals "walk backwards") 

•  Mirrors upon which reversed candles are burned or mirror boxes into which dolls or 
figures are placed 

 
 

Double Action And Reversing Candles 
 
The two types of candles used for reversing jinxes and curses seem to have arisen 
independently. Both are called reversing candles by clients, but to distinguish them, shop 
owners call one type double action and the other type reversing. 
 
A double action is a jumbo candle poured in two stages: 
 
Black and white to reverse health and spiritual jinxes 
 
Black and red to reverse love life jinxes 
 
Black and green to reverse money and luck jinxes 
 
A reversing candle is a jumbo candle that is poured red and then dipped in black wax, 
sometimes with just the tip left in red so that the buyer is assured that it is truly a 
reversing candle. Although it is theoretically possible to make such double-dipped candles 
in black over white or black over green, I have only ever seen them in black over red. 
 
On the double action candle, the colored tip is cut off ("butted"), a new tip carved on the 
black end, the enemy's name is carved backwards, like mirror writing, on the black 
portion, the client's name is carved normally on the colored portion, and the candle is 
burned upside down on a mirror. The black portion of the candle thus burns away first, 
leaving the colored portion for the restoration of health, love, or luck, as the case might 
be. 
 
You can burn double action candles for your clients, but some folks also like to burn them 
for themselves. When recommending double action candles to clients who wish to do 
their own work, I tell them that if they know the direction where their enemy lives, they 
should dress the candle with two oils. Pointing the black end of the candle toward the 
enemy, they will stroke Reversing Oil outward, toward the enemy's home. Then, with 
the "good" portion of the candle pointed toward themselves, they will dress the colored 



end with an appropriate positive dressing oil such as Blessing, Attraction, Love 
Me, or Money Drawing, and stroke it toward themselves. 
 
For greater intensity, the name paper of the enemy may be placed face down under the 
candle, and the candle may be surrounded by a sprinkled circle of powdered crab or crayfish 
shells. It may also be sprinkled with reversing herbs, such as Agrimony, Asafoetida, or 
Rue, or Red Pepper to make it hot for the enemy. Some people mix Black Arts or Devil's 
Oil with their Reversing oil, to put a little "edge" on their work that verges on revenge, 
but stops just short of it. 
 
On the double-dipped Reversing candles there is no place to write the client's name 
forwards, so the only name that is carved on the candle is the enemy's, and it is carved 
backwards. The tip is cut off and a new tip is made at the bottom, just like on double 
action candles, but the reversing candle is dressed only with Reversing Oil plus any 
"hurting" oils required, and not with “good" oil for the client, and it is only dressed by 
pointing it away, toward the enemy. It is burned on a mirror the same way that double 
action candles are burned, with or without a circle of crab or crayfish shell powder around 
it and/or a sprinkling of reversing herbs. 
 
When lighting reversing candles, speak aloud your desire in prayerful petition form. For 
example, you might say, 
 
All the evil that Name  has done is now reversed onto him .  [ ] * *
All the evil he has spoken, let it be spoken about him .  * *
All the damage he has done, let it be done unto him .  * *
All the tricks he has tried, let them catch only him.   * *
Let him  suffer the way he has caused others to suffer.  * *
Let him  be hurt the way he has caused others to be hurt.  * *
Let him  feel pain if he tries to give me pain. * *
Let him  fall sick if he tries to make me sick. * *
Do not release him from this reversed condition until he gives up his evil ways 
and sins no more. In the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen. 
 

Novena for all Purposes

Below you will find a basic novena. It can be used for anything you need. What you have 
on your altar depends on the Saint you call to come to your aid. It is important to have 
a glass of water and a small offering on the altar. Remember to say your novena three 
times a day. 

Nine Days of Prayer for Any Necessity

1st Day



O Great God, come to my assistance.
O Father, make haste to help me.
Blessed Father, you know all things, and nothing is hidden from you; in your kindness 
come to my aid in my present distress, and grant my humble petition. In your name I 
request your help. Amen.
Action: Do a kind deed today for someone you meet.

2nd Day
Hear, O Father, and come to my aid.
O Father, be my helper.
Blessed Father, your love for us never falters. Please show your mercy and care for me in 
my difficulty. Amen.
Action: Recognize the image of the Goddess today in those around you.

3rd Day
Father, be not far from me.
Awake and be vigilant in my defense, Father.
Loving Father, you are not far from any of us since in you we live, move and have our 
being. Kindly increase my awareness of your presence, and take care of my pressing need. 
Amen.
Action: For this day, cast all your cares upon the Lord.

4th Day
Your ways, O Father, make known to me.
Teach me your paths.
Mighty Father, your ways and mysterious purpose are often hidden from us; guide me 
now, I beseech you, in my sorrow, and by your power aid me to know your will. Amen.
Action: Consider seriously today how best you can walk in the Lord’s light.

5th Day
Now arise, says the Lord.
I will grant safety to him who longs for it.
In you, Father, I confidently place all my trust. In your hands I leave all my anxieties 
with faith in your care for me. Amen.
Action: For our Lord’s sake, help some person today whom you may not like.

6th Day
O Father, reprove me not in your anger,
Nor chastise me in your wrath.
Merciful Father, you know my Failings and disobedience, my weakness and ingratitude 
which have deserved punishment. Yet, you are ever ready to forgive, and gracious to all in 
trouble. Father, come quickly to help me. Amen.
Action: Hold back today the harsh word; banish the unkind thought.



7th Day
The Lord is a stronghold for the oppressed,
A stronghold in time of distress.
Blessed Father, you never reject those who seek your help, and are ever ready to comfort 
the sorrowful. Have pity on me in my needs, and rescue me from all my afflictions. I 
implore your compassion. Amen.
Action: In imitation of the Lord, do good to those who dislike you.

8th Day 
The Lord is close to the brokenhearted,
And those who are crushed in spirit, he saves.
Your goodness, Blessed Father, responds speedily to our wretchedness. In my distress I 
call upon you to hear and answer my prayers. In you alone, O Father, I will continue to 
trust despite everything. Amen.
Action: Help someone you know who needs your aid today.

9th Day
The Lord came to my support.
He set me free and rescued me because he loves me.
Gracious Father, I will thank you each day for your merciful goodness to me. With your 
help I will ever praise your kindness in my trouble. Please assist me now Father In my 
time of trouble. Amen.
Action: In gratitude, be good to others today and always.

 Novenas for Special Intents 
                                    
St. Barbara - Oh St. Barbara, As your last words to Christ Jesus, before the sword 
severed your head from your body, were that all those who invoked His Holy Name in 
memory of you, may find their sins forgotten on the Day of Judgment. Help me in my 
tribulations; console me in my afflictions and intercede for me and for my family in our 
needs. Amen” (Concentrate on your petition). 
 
St. Expedito - Oh, Glorious Martyr and Protector, St. Expedito! We humbly ask to have 
fortune and prosperity for our country, that the sick get well, the guilty get pardoned, 
the just be preserved and those who abandon this valley of tears rest in the Light of The 
Lord and the souls of the dearly departed rest in peace. (Mention your request). Amen. 
 
St. Jude - Most Holy Apostle, St. Jude, Faithful Servant And Friend Of Jesus, pray for 
me who am so despaired in this hour of great need. Bring visible and speedy help for I 
promise you, O Blessed St. Jude to be ever mindful of this great favor. I will never cease 
to honor you as my most special, most powerful patron. Amen. 
 
St. Lazarus - Oh Blessed Saint Lazarus, Patron of the Poor, I believe in you and call on 



your most holy spirit to grant me my favor.  In The Name Of The Father, The Son, and 
The Holy Spirit. I trust in your infinite goodness to intercede for me through Jesus 
Christ, Our Lord to grant me this petition (mention petition). Amen. 
 
Saint Lucy 

• Posted by Starr on May 10, 2010 at 8:21am in Psalms, Prayers, and Verses 

• Back to Psalms, Prayers, and Verses Discussions 
O Saint Lucy, whose name means light, full of confidence we present ourselves before you 
to ask of you a holy light, which may render us cautious avoiding the ways of sin and 
escaping the darkness of error. We beg also, through your intersession, for the 
preservation of light of our eyes, together with abundant grace to use it always in 
accordance with the will of God and without injury to our souls. Grant, O blesses Lucy, 
that after veneration and thanking you for your powerful patronage on earth, we may 
come at last to rejoice with you in the paradise of the eternal light of the Divine lamb, 
your sweet spouse Jesus. Amen

Miraculous Mother - Oh, Miraculous Mother! With inspired confidence I call upon thee to 
extend thy merciful, loving kindness so that thy powers of perpetual help will protect me 
and assist me in my needs and difficulties. Please grant me my desire. Amen (make your 
petition).  
 
St. Michael - Oh Glorious Archangel St. Michael, watch over me during all my life. 
Defend me against the assaults of the demon. Assist me, especially at the hour of my 
death. Obtain for a favorable judgment and help me in all my needs. Amen. 
 
O.L. Of Perpetual Help - Oh Mother of Perpetual Help, grant that I may ever invoke thy 
most powerful name. O purest Mary, O sweetest Mary, let thy name henceforth be ever 
on my lips. Delay not, O Blessed Lady, to help me whenever I call on thee. For in all my 
needs, in all my temptations, I shall never cease to call on thee, ever repeating thy sacred 
name, Mary, Mary. I will not be content with merely pronouncing thy name, but let my 
love for thee prompt me ever to hail thee, Mother Of Perpetual Help. Amen  
 
Seven African Powers - Oh, Seven African Powers, who so close to Our Divine Savior, 
with great humility I kneel before you and implore your intercession before The Almighty. 
Hear my petition that I may glory in your powers to protect me, to help me and provide 
for my needs. Amen. 

Interpretations of Candles

This is a system to monitor effectiveness of candles used in magical workings. These 
generally refer to the burning of 7 day religious candles (in glass & not).  
 
There are various ways to interpret them, but these are the most common.



  
The candle explodes..... 
There are two different ways to interpret this. If it is a protection or reversing candle it 
means that the candle protected something from attacking you and/or a lot of negative 
energy has been directed towards you. If the candle is being used to dominate or cause 
conflict to someone, it means that the person is being protected spiritually. If this is the 
case, you are to light another candle of the same type to break their protection to allow 
the spell to work correctly. 
 
Candle does not burn..... 
If the candle is a prosperity or protection candle, this means that other type of spiritual 
cleansing must be done before the beginning of this spell to remove the negativity of the 
environment before proceeding. If the candle is being used for domination of to inflict 
harm then another type of spell must be used.  
 
The candle has a high flame..... 
The spell is going to be effective and work fast. If for prosperity or protection, the 
environment is clear of negativity. If for domination and harm, you will most likely see 
quick results as they do not have spiritual protection.  
 
The candle has a low flame..... 
In regards to prosperity & luck, cleanse your environment. In regards to domination and 
harm, they are resisting due to a strong spirit and it will be awhile before you see 
results. It is suggested that you try another spell in combination with the present one 
to see faster results. 
 
The candle burns the glass totally black..... 
If after the candle burns down the entire glass is black, it is thought to mean that 
negativity or witchcraft has been directed towards you. Cleansing your environment and 
lighting a reversing candle should do the trick. If this happens when burning a candle to 
dominate or harm someone they suggest stopping because it may possibly turned back on 
you.  
 
The candle burns the top half of the glass black..... 
If only the top part of the glass burns black this means that the working was initially 
met with negativity before it began to work. 
 
The candle burns the bottom half of the glass back..... 
If it is a candle for prosperity or luck, negativity was sent your way and the candle 
detected it. If used to dominate or harm, the spirit of the person was alerted and reversed 
the working.  
 
The candle burns only on one side..... 
This means that the working will only be part way effective. This means that the 



wrong candle or candle dressing was used. 
 
The glass cracks..... 
If being used for self-protection, this means that the candle broke the negativity in the 
environment. This can also mean witchcraft or the presence of secret enemies. If being 
used to dominate, it means the protection of the individual was broken. 
 
The candle flame crackles..... 
If for self-protection it means that someone is talking about you and has bad intentions 
directed towards you. If being used to harm, it means the individual is thinking about 
you. 
 
If the candle has more than one flame..... 
The center or main flame represents you. If being used for protection each one other than 
the center one represents an enemy. If being used to dominate, it means that the person 
is being helped by other people.  
 
The candle flickers..... 
When a candle flame flickers, this signifies the presence of spirits. 
 
The entire top of the candle including the wick is on fire..... 
This means that the working is being fought off by guardian spirits but more than 
likely, the working will be successful. 
 
The candle flame goes out during the working..... 
If the working is for protection this means that while the job was being performed, 
witchcraft was directed your way and your spirits were unable to fight it off. If directed 
towards another, their spirits were able to fight the attack off & have alarmed the 
individual. Another type of working must be performed. 
 
What if a candle is extinguished and then relights itself? 
This means that your guardian spirits do not want you to turn the candle off because 
they are detecting something good or bad for you. If the candle is turned off they cannot 
assist you effectively.  
 
 What if a 7 day candle burn out before seven days? 
This means that the working is working fast and another candle must be lit 
immediately. Money is coming in regards to prosperity, lot of negativity in regards to 
reversings and in hurtful workings, that the individuals spirit is fighting it off but it 
will soon be successful. 
 

Candle Symbolism 
Don't let this list of candles frighten or overwhelm you,  hoodoo is nothing if not 



practical.  You can always use plain white candles for good work, and black candles for 
bad work.  

Plain Candles 
 
White 
Spiritual blessings, purity, healing, rest 
 
Blue 
Peace, Harmony, Joy, Kindly intentions, Healing 
 
Green 
Money, Gambling Luck Business, a Good Job, Good Crops 
 
Yellow 
Devotion, Prayer, Money (Gold), Cheerfulness, Attraction 
 
Red 
Love, affection, passion, bodily vigor 
 
Pink 
Attraction, romance, clean living 
 
Purple 
Mastery, power, ambition, control, command 
 
Orange 
Change of Plans, opening the way, prophetic dreams 
 
Brown 
Court cases, neutrality, animals 
 
Black 
Repulsion, dark thoughts, sorrow, freedom from evil. 
 
Saint Candles 
 
St. Alex 
Pink- for those imprisoned 
Purple - against occult enemies  
 
Anima Sola 
Release from jail or situations you feel trapped In 
 



St. Anthony 
Return lost items and lost love 
 
St. Barbara 
Strengthens faith and protects from evil 
 
Caridad del Cobre (Our Lady of charity) 
Patroness of Cuba 
 
St. Christopher 
Patron saint of travel 
 
St. Clara 
Clarity and understanding 
 
St. Dympha 
Patroness of mental illness, used to overcome depression and drug abuse 
 
St. Elias 
Release from imprisonment 
 
St. Expedite 
Make things happen quickly 
 
Virgin of Guadalupe 
Patroness of Mexico, Light for financial issues and to receive spiritual blessings 
 
Guardian Angel 
To draw your angelic protector 
 
Holy Death 
Love me or die 
 
Holy Trinity 
Encircle yourself with the power of the holy trinity 
 
St. Joseph 
Work, job, home issues, real estate transactions 
 
St. Jude 
Special favors and lost causes 
 
St. Lazarus 
Healing, infirmary, opens doors to new opportunity 



 
St. Martha 
Command and compel, fierce protection 
 
Martha Dominadora 
To dominate men 
 
Martin Caballero 
The good Samaritan, favorite of gamblers, for luck and money 
 
Martin de Porres 
Patron of the poor, for money and medical bills 
 
Mater Dolorosa (Mother of sorrows) 
For love or money that causes emotional suffering 
 
St. Michael 
Red- Protection from Hexes 
Green - protection of money and business 
Purple to dominate an occult enemy 
White- Protector, clears away the dead and hexes 
 
Lady of Mount Carmel 
Patroness of mothers, domestic violence, children and child support. 
 
Figural Candles 

Cat Candles 
Green- Fast money, debts paid 
Red- Love, courage, strength, vitality 
Black- Hexes and gambling luck 
 
Cross Candles 
Black-to send evil to another 
Green- success fast luck, money 
White-special requests, spirituality, healing 
Red- Love, Courage, strength, vitality 
 
Genital Candles 
Black-used to cross, hex, tie down or destroy the nature 
Red-to draw sex or strengthen sexual desire 
 
Image Candles 
Black-to send evil forces to another 



Green-to get money owned or get money from another 
Red-love, sex, courage, strength 
Pink- Friendship, drawing, reconciliation 
White-Bless, Heal, or bring peace 
Brown-create courage and stability, court cases and revenge work 
Black over Red-Uncross or send back a hex 
 
Knob Candles 
Green- success, luck, money 
White-special requests, spirituality, healing 
Red - love, courage strength, vitality 
 
Lover's Candle 
For drawing or heating up a sexual relationship 
 
Marriage candle 
Red-increase love in a relationship 
White-draw or sanctify marriage 
Black-to break up a relationship 
 
Praying Hands 
Healings, blessings, protection 
 
Mummy Candle 
Black-crossing, uncrossing, revenge, hexing 
Red-domination of lover, money drawing 
 
Skull Candles 
Green-collect money owned 
Red-cause love problems 
Black-crossing, seeking revenge 
White-heal, bring peace 
 
Witch Candle 
Red-love, bewitching 
Black-cause harm and confusion 
 
Specialty Candles 
 
Green over Black 
Remove money jinx or financial condition 
 
Red over Black 
Remove love jinx 



 
White over Black 
Return evil to sender 
 
Red, White and blue 
Domestic love and peace 
 
Red, White and Green 
For financial situations 
 
  

Some Candle Workings

Everybody’s Hugging

Materials
1 Red Nude Figural Candle to represent yourself
Everybody’s Hugging Oil
Everybody’s Hugging Powder
Your sexual fluids
Name Paper

Cleanse the candle and carve your initials on the chest. Rub the Candle 7 times, from 
base to wick with the Everybody’s Hugging oil. Anoint the candle with your sexual 
fluids.

To create the name paper write your name on the paper 9 times, give the paper a quarter 
turn and write “sexy” or “irresistible” 9 times across your name. Spit into the name paper 
and place a pinch of Everybody’s Hugging powder in the spit. Place the candle on the 
name paper and sprinkle the powder on the candle. Light the candle and allow the flame 
to stabilize. Place your hands on the candle and push red/pink energy into the candle 
while saying:

“I your full name[ ]
By this candle’s flame,
Am irresistible to all men/women
Who but see me!
As this flame does burn,
So does passionate desire
For me within all those who I meet.
This spell shall not reverse, nor place upon me
Any curse, as is my will, so mote it be.”



Bury the name paper in the front porch without looking back.

Red Figural Candle Spell

Materials
2 Pink Human Candles
1 Target
1 Petitioner
Come to Me Oil
Love Me Oil
Follow Me Boy/Girl Oil
Witness Sample

Best Performed on a Friday during the waxing moon. Place the witness sample in the 
bottom of the candles. Seal with wax. Clean the candles and carve the target’s initials 
over the heart of the target candle and the petitioner’s initials over the heart of the 
petitioner candle.

Mix all three oils in your hand and anoint each candle 7 times from base to wick. Place 
the candles as far apart as possible, facing forward. Light the candles and name them.

Move the candles a little closer together. Tell the target candle what you want it to do.*  
After 20‐30 minutes snuff the candles while saying:

“This spell shall not reverse or place upon me any curse.”

Repeat from light the candle for a total of 7 days.*

To “Run Into” Him

Materials
1 White Candle

Do this one before bed. Light the white candle and look deep into the flame. Concentrate 
on him as hard as you can, see yourself meeting up with him as you chant over and over;

“I my love I wish to see
Bring him where I plan to be.”

To Freeze Someone Out Of Your Life
Spell for relationships gone very bad. If someone keeps hassling you and you're having 
trouble getting them out of your life then give this spell a try.

Materials



8" yellow candle
8" blue candle
8" gray candle
a cheap knife
charcoal
heavy‐duty safety pin

You will need to find a place where there is green grass and trees growing in one direction 
and the other direction needs to be more barren (such as sand or rocks). Only perform this 
spell between the hours of twelve midnight and one in the morning. Start the spell on a 
Sunday night.

Cut seven notches in each candle.
On the base of the yellow candle engrave your name and birthdate and on the gray candle 
engrave the name and birthdate of the person you are trying to get  rid of.

Place the blue candle in the middle, the yellow candle on the grassy side and the gray 
candle on the barren side. The candles must be placed 24 inches from the blue candle. In 
the middle between the blue candle and the gray candle place the knife lying with the 
sharp blade facing the gray candle. Surround the gray candle with some charcoal. Draw a 
dove with your little finger of the left hand around the yellow candle. With your left hand 
light both the yellow candle and the blue candle. With your right hand light the gray 
candle. Repeat the following words three times:

"atce atce atce ete el ikaw".

Let all three candles burn one section.
On the next night repeat the same moving the candles another 24 inches apart. Continue 
for seven nights in total until the last night you will have one section of each candle.

Bury the gray candle in the ground with charcoal.
Bury knife with blade facing gray candle. 
Bury blue candle.
Take the yellow candle home and place in bottom draw of your cupboard on white cloth.

Win A lover Back

Materials
1 Candle
1 Needle
Stick a needle through the wick of a candle. Light it, concentrate, and speak the 
following incantation:

“Needle of Flame,



Needle of Fire,
Pierce his thoughts.
Make him writhe, agonize,
Until his heart turns back to me.”

To Tie Your Lover's Nature

Materials
A Red Genitalia Candle (Male of Female to represent your lover)
A Black Figure Candle (Male of Female to represent your lover)
A length of black cord or cotton twine 9 times longer than the genitalia candle
A toothpick, needle or other sharp instrument to inscribe your candles.
3 Personal Items from your lover : Hair from head or pubic region, a small piece of worn 
underwear and a small piece of worn sock
2 Anointing Oils: Try Bend Over or Commanding for one oil and Squint Oil (used by 
women) or Do As I Say for the second

Take the Red Genitalia Candle and using a Toothpick or Needle, mark it with the name 
of your lover. Write his/her name all over the candles. Place his/her initials in any spaces 
the whole name will not fit. Once finished, dress the Genitalia Candle with the No One 
But Me Oil or Squint Oil ‐anointing the candle from wick to the base.

Take the Black Figure Candle and using a Toothpick or Needle, mark it with the name of 
your lover in the same fashion. Once finished, dress the Figure Candle with the Bend 
Over Oil or Commanding Oil ‐ anointing the candle from base to wick.

From there, focus and concentrate on the Genitalia Candle as if it was you partner . . . 
envision him/her excited . . . stroke it, play with it ‐ get funky. Do your thing! Suddenly 
grab the Black Cord or Twine and begin wrapping and tying the Genitalia Candle. As 
you twist the cord around the candle begin knotting it randomly ‐ a total of nine times.

Once completely tied up and bound, begin to burn the Black Figure Candle. For nine 
minutes focus your attention on the Genitalia Candle, commanding that no pleasure 
will arise from it without your "help". When finished, pinch the candle out (do not blow 
it out!). 

Do this for nine consecutive nights. 

Once the Figure Candle has burned out, keep the Genitalia Candle wrapped up in dark 
fabric and place it in a dark space, until you lover acts as you command them to. You can 
take the Genitalia Candle out and work it with a new Figure Candle the same way if 
your lover acts up at any point in time

Money Spell For Cheap!



This is one of my favorites, it brings in money fast, often before the candle goes out, but 
it doesn’t bring in lasting money.

Materials
4 quarters from your birth year ‐or‐ 4 lucky coins
1 green candle
1 Name Paper
Saucer
Cinnamon
Chamomile
Thyme
Cloves
Special 20 Oil#

Best done on a Friday or w Wednesday during a waxing moon. For the name paper write 
your name 4 times. Give the paper a quarter turn and write “Money Magnet” across your 
name 4 times.

Place the herbs, paper and saucer over the 4 coins. Clean, dress and carve, “ your full[  
name  is a money magnet on the candle. Dress the candle with special 20 oil and place] #  
the candle on the saucer. Light the candle and allow it to burn out.

Keep the coins in your wallet or near your cash and bury the spell remains.

Seven Knob Wishing Candle

Materials
Seven Knob candle in appropriate color
Appropriate Anointing Oil
Paper with your wish on it

Start on the New Moon

Anoint the candle with the oil. Place the candle on the paper and light the candle. 
Concentrate on your wish while the first knob burns

Snuff the candle.

Burn one knob every night while concentrating on your wish. Leave the burned out 
candle and wish paper until the full moon and then bury the paper and melted wax.



Working With Magical Lamps 
 
Magic lamps are a lot like candle magic, except the lamp can be refilled to keep the spell 
going indefinitely.  This is ideal for long-term conditions such as chronic illness, chronic 
broke-ass-ness and for when you want to take time to really wear down a target.   

Working With Oil Lamps

Oil Lamps are one of the oldest methods used to have light. By using this type of magic 
the ingredients are infused into the oil; which makes the work stronger. In some ways 
the oil lamp is safer to use than candles. For one thing you don’t have to worry about the 
jar breaking; or the candle not burning right because you added to many ingredients to 
it.

If you decide to work with an oil lamp you need to prepare the lamp before you start your 
work. The lamp needs to be blessed and dressed before you start. You can clean your lamps 
with Florida water first, then dress them with oil. After this is done hold the lamp up to 
your mouth and let your breath fill the lamp while saying Psalm 23. Once this is done 
the lamp is ready; it has been cleansed and blessed.

Now you are ready to add your personal concerns, roots, herbs, curios, petition papers, 
pictures and other items that go along with the conjure work. Remember everything 
needs to be blessed before you add the ingredients to your lamp. 

Fuel for the Lamp 
Lamp Oil is great because it burns slowly and evenly. However, many folks choose to use 
other oils based on the intent of the lamp. Some common fuels include:

Olive Oil : Used in lamps for Healing, Blessings, Money Drawing, Success
Sweet Almond Oil : Used in Lamps for Love and Money Drawing
Palm Oil: For Drawing and honoring African Spirits.
Coconut Oil: For Uncrossing Rituals and Protection
Mineral Oil : Used in Lamps for Overcoming Obstacles, Fiery Protection,Compelling and 
Mastery
Castor Oil: Used in Lamps for Revenge, Crossing, Commanding and Domination
Motor Oil: Used in Lamps for Revenge, Cursing and Crossing



A few types of Oil Lamps

Road Opener Oil Lamp

Materials
A little dirt from the 4 corners of a crossroad's
A large High John root
A large Lodestone
Money drawing oil
Cinnamon Stick
Nutmeg
Allspice
White Mustard seed
Fenugreek
A pinch of magnetic sand
A quarter, nickel and a dime you have left hidden at the crossroads for three nights.
Petition paper
Personal Concerns

Say your prayers, ask that your roads be opened and all blocks be removed from your path.
Then place a pinch of each of your ingredients into the lamp, and then fill the lamp with 
oil. Stay focused on what you want to accomplish with this lamp. See in your minds eye 
your roads being opened and free of obstacles. 

If you have to chant; 
“my roads are open and free of obstacles. Everything I need will come to me.”

 Now you can’t just light this lamp and leave it sitting there burning and expect to see 
strong results. You will have to work the lamp. By this I mean you will need to talk to 
the lamp and pray to your higher power that your roads be opened and free of obstacles. 
Conjure takes work and dedication for it to be effective. If you chose to just light the 
lamp and let it burn without doing anything else you would see some results but they 
wouldn’t last long. It all depends on what you expect the out come to be.

Money Drawing Oil Lamp

Materials
Lamp and oil
Personal Concerns
Petition
Lodestone
Pyrite
3 silver dimes



Cinnamon
High John the conqueror
Devil Shoestring
Frankincense
Dragons Blood

Add all your items, and then add the oil. Then pray Psalm 23 and state your petition. 
Light the wick and turn it down, by turning the wick down the lamp want smoke. This 
type of lamp can be left burning, just keep the lamp full of oil. Sometimes I will add oils 
to my herbs and roots before I add them to the lamp. Just be careful not to add to much 
or the oil will make your lamp smoke.

Protection Oil Lamp

Materials
Lamp and oil
Petition
Rue
a pinch of salt
Slippery elm (a pinch)
3 bay leaves
3 tacks
3 nails
3 needles
High John
Angelica Root
Dragons Blood
Frankincense
Devils Shoestring

Add all your items, and then add the oil. Then say your prayer for what you need. When 
you pray for protection you need to pray with strength and conviction. Really put your 
heart into the prayer. Do this for nine days, then once a week after that. Light the wick 
and turn it down, so the lamp will not smoke.

Domination Oil Lamp

This lamp does a few things. This is called a domination lamp but it also controls the 
person it is being worked on; along with a little confusion. 

Materials
Dirt Dauber nest to control, dominate, and confuse a person
A pinch of red pepper to confuse a person, and add a little heat 
Master Root so you will be the master



High John conquers all things that stand in your way
Calamus root dominates, controls and defeats a person’s will
The person’s sock who you will be working on. 

Remove a small piece of the heel of the sock, it needs to be a dirty sock. Make a small 
dollie out of the cloth from the heel of the sock and place a few pieces of calamus root in 
the head of the poppet. You will name the dollie; you need to know the persons birth name 
for this. 

Write out your name paper; for this you will write the person’s name inside of a circle 
nine times. Then you will turn the circle and place your birth name across their name 
nine times.

Once you have everything ready make a bed of the herbs inside the lamp then place the
name paper and the dollie on top of the herbs; Using the rest of the herbs cover the dollie
with them. Now pour your oil into the lamp slowly so you don't disturb the bed. If this 
lamp is being used on someone you love add a little Lovage and a little powdered sugar 
to the herbs. This will sweeten up the person. Not everyone who uses this type of work 
does so just to dominate another person. Sometimes this type of work is the only 
solution they have.
 Say your prayers and then light the lamp. Work the lamp daily for at least the first five 
days; then once a week after that.

Personal Oil Lamp

The personal Lamp to help focus and to get the things done. Light the lamp when you 
need extra help. The lamp also helps remove obstacles.

 This lamp was made to help in all areas of life. This lamp is filled with the spirit of 
those who walk beside you daily. If you make only one lamp then this is the one you 
should choose. This lamp has 21 herbs, roots, curios and personal concerns in it. What you 
add to your lamp is very personal, here are a few ideas that will make your lamp a 
success for you.

Buy a new oil lamp for my personal lamp.  You want to start fresh. You need to 
cleanse the lamp first. Place some hair from the crown of your head and any other 
personal concerns you want to add. Pray Psalm 23 over your lamp at this time. The next 
step is to decide what roots and herbs you want to add to your lamp. Sometimes we find 
herbs and roots that we can feel the power just vibrating off of them; we are very drawn
to these herbs and roots. These are a must for your lamp. Below is a small list of other
herbs and roots that will help your lamp have the power you need.

Other Materials
2 lodestones



pyrite
At least 2 of the John roots
Devils Shoestring
Angelica root
Licorice
Calamus
Dragons Blood
Frankincense

This small list should get you started; you can also add money, business cards, rosaries or
whatever you want to add that means something to you. After you have all your items 
in the lamp fill the lamp with oil. Then read Psalm 23 over the lamp again. Light your 
lamp and let it go to work for you.

Come To Me Lamp

Use this lamp when you want a certain person to come to you in love or lust. This ritual 
is best performed on a New Moon or during a Full Moon.

Materials
Come to Me Oil
Five Senses Oil
Commanding Powder
Red Precipitado
Do As I Say Oil
Catnip Herb
Damiana Herb
Dove's Blood Ink
Brown Paper
Personal items of Target ‐ hair, signature, photo, footprint dirt, etc.(if available)
Medium Size Glass Bowl
Wicking Material
Olive Oil

Write the full name of your target nine times on brown paper in dove's blood ink. Cover 
the name with a command written nine times. Fold the paper towards you twice, so the 
paper is in three parts.

Put the following lamp ingredients in the glass container, on top of the name paper. Add 
personal items if available.

9 drops Come to Me Oil
9 drops of Five Senses Oil
9 drops Red Precipitado



9 drops Do As I Say Oil
1 teaspoon Damiana
1 teaspoon Catnip
Commanding Powder

Prepare your wick and fill with Olive Oil. Light the lamp on a Friday. Pray over the 
lamp each night for nine nights.

Tend to the lamp by adding more Olive Oil daily as it burns. Add more oils as needed to 
scent the lamp. After nine nights, remove the wick and add it to a Come To Me Bath.

Dish of Persuasion Lamp
This lamp is used to enchant or charm someone. It can be used for reconciliation ‐when a 
boss, mother‐in‐law, neighbor or relative is negative and bitter towards you. Based on 
the classic 'honey jar,' this lamp comes from the Caribbean.

Materials
A pair of natural lodestones
Natural magnetic sand
Honey
Charme Powder or Compelling Powder
Balm of Gilead Buds (for reconciliation) or Calamus Root chips (for commanding)
White Sugar (for a white person) or Brown sugar (for a dark skinned person)
Do As I Say Oil
A heat proof dish or an oil lamp base
Olive oil
A photo of your target or a name paper with the target's name written on it 9 times
Floating Wicks ‐ or Rolled Cotton Wick

Place the photograph or name paper representing your target on the bottom of the 
container.

Place the lodestones on top of the paper and sprinkle it with the magnetic sand, powder, 
herbs and a pinch of sugar. Drizzle some honey on top of the pile. Add seven drops of Do 
As a Say Oil.

Cover everything with olive oil until the dish is 3/4 full. Make your wick ‐ all the time 
commanding your target to act in the fashion you desire. Insert into the oil and light the 
lamp. Burn through the whole moon cycle ‐ starting on a new moon until the full moon.

On completion of the burning ‐ bury the contents in your (front preferably) yard or in a 
potted plant at the front of your house. Pour off excess oil if necessary for inside planting. 
Repeat the lamp until you get your results.



Martha Dominadora Lamp
Saint Martha is often used in work to dominate another ‐ be it a judge, miserable boss 
or wandering lover. In any circumstance where you need to exert your will or influence 
over another, you can set this lamp for Saint Martha. In this manifestation, she 
becomes Martha Dominadora.

 Materials
1 Red Onion, Sliced
Five Senses Oil
Saint Martha Perfume
Red Palm Oil
5 Bay Leaves
Brown Sugar
Red Clover Herb
Commanding Powder
Red Ribbon
Wicking Material
Vegetable Oil
Saint Martha Amulet
Dragon's Blood Ink
Brown Paper
Personal items of Target ‐ hair, signature, photo, footprint dirt, etc.(if available)
Medium Size Glass Bowl

Write the full name of your target nine times on brown paper in dragon's blood ink. 
Cover the name with a command written nine times. Roll up the name paper and tie it 
with red ribbon. Moving back and forth from left to right, make 4 more knots in the 
ribbon ‐ there should be five knots total ‐ including the one holding the rolled name 
paper.

Put the following lamp ingredients in the glass container, on top of the name paper roll 
and personal items if available.
 
1 sliced red onion
5 drops of St Martha Perfume
5 drops 5 senses Oil
3 teaspoons Red Palm Oil
Saint Martha Amulet
1 teaspoon brown sugar
5 Bay Leaves
Pinch of Red Clover Herb
Commanding Powder

Prepare your wick and fill with Vegetable Oil. Light the lamp on a Tuesday in front of 



the image of Saint Martha (there is one on the package the amulet arrives in). Say this 
prayer to Saint Martha five times for nine nights:
 
“Holy Virgin Saint Martha,
Who entered the mountain and tied
Up the beast with your ribbons,
I beg you to tie up and dominate insert name of target .[ ]
Saint Martha,
Let him/her not sit in a chair,
Nor lie in a bed until he/she is at my feet.
Holy Martha, hear me,
Help Me for the love of God.
Holy Virgin Martha,
For the oil which you will consume today,
For the oil which nourishes this lamp,
For the wick which burns away all impurities,
I dedicate this Lamp to you,
So that you may relieve me
Of all my Miseries
And Help Me to Overcome all Difficulties.
As You dominated the beast at your feet,
Give me Health and Work
So that I may provide for my needs.
My Mother,
Grant me that insert target's name[ ]
May not live in Peace,
Until he/she comes to stand at my feet.
In this way my Mother,
For the Love of God
Grant my Petition and Eliminate My Misery.
Amen.”

Tend to the lamp by adding more Base Oil and Red Palm Oil daily as it burns. Add more 
perfume as needed to scent the lamp. After nine nights, remove the wick and add it to a 
Commanding Bath. Extract the Saint Martha Amulet and wear it around your waist 
tie on a red ribbon. Dispose of the rest of the lamp at the crossroads of a Catholic Church.



Fuge Della Sola  To light candles and lamps–
 
This is a flame used to light all ritual candles if you can obtain and preserve it.  On Holy 
Thursday obtain a flame from the sunlight, I'll give you a hint. . .it involves a 
magnifying glass and a lot of time.  Using this flame to light all ritual candles adds a 
nice "oomph"to any working.  
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